
“SOMEONE is resting, that
means we start again,” the
Commando barks as he
stands with arms folded at
the front of the group
assembled before him in
military styled lines.
There is a collective
groan from the crowd as we
drop to the ground.
I see a booted foot step in

front of me from my
push-up position on the
damp grass.
I pray he doesn’t pick on
me.
The feet move away and I
let out a relieved sigh.
We have been going for
nearly an hour, punching

out burpee after burpee,
continuous push-ups,
numerous squats,
commando rolls, sandbag
carries, bear crawling the
length of the oval, scaling
walls and crawling under
obstacles. There are still
two hours and four
boot-camp styled stations to
go.
My arms ache, my legs
burn and I am caked in mud
from rolling on the ground.
But I can’t help but grin.
For many people a
three-hour training session
in the freezing cold at 6am
on a Sunday would be their
idea of hell.

To Page 2

Tough mental and
physical challenge
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But for the 1000 or so
people who have turned out
for the Hurricane Heat
Spartan Race training
session, this is a slice of
heaven. If heaven was a
tough, brutal place consisting
of burning muscles and built
guys barking orders.
I now know how the
contestants on Biggest Loser
feel in a training session run
by Steve, “Commando”
Willis. He is a hard task
master.
The session is preparation
for the 14km Super Spartan
Race held in Brisbane for the
first time on June 22.
The popular competitive
obstacle race is a gruelling
challenge of both mental
toughness and physical
ability as competitors race
against the clock as they
climb ropes, throw spears,
balance beams, jump fire and
traverse walls. At the end of
the race competitors face off
against the Gladiators who
are trained to show no mercy.
Failure to complete an
obstacle results in a 30
burpee penalty.
It is not for the faint
hearted.
Passionate about this
boot-camp style training
Willis is a strong advocate for
the race and has competed
many times himself.
“Regardless of who you are
the race will test you as will
the training, you will become
a more resilient human being
for having the courage and
strength of mind to give it a
go,” he said.
But it’s not just a test of
brute strength and physical

ability, a strong mind,
determination and
mental strength is
just as much part of
the challenge.
“Everyone has a
breaking point,
more often than not
it’s the mental side
that lets us down.
Consistent hard
training will toughen
you up both
physically and
mentally.
Percentage wise I
would say 90%
mental and 10%
physical.”
I believe him. By

the end of the session my
legs are shaking from
exhaustion my shoulders
burn and the sweat is
dripping into my eyes.
One of Commando’s
fellow trainers tells me
to do another minute of
burpee overhead
presses with a
sandbag. My
body screams
no, but the
mind takes
over and
pushes
through. I
am sweaty,
exhausted
and
everything
aches but I
have never felt
more alive and
a sitting down

afterwards to a bowl of
muesli has never felt so
rewarding.
The Brisbane Spartan Race
will be held in Peak Crossing
on Saturday, June 22. For
more information and to
register visit
www.spartanrace.com.au.

Race preparation
Willis talks us through how
to prepare for the race one
month out, one week out and
on race day itself
One month out:
Training: Highlight

weaknesses, incorporate
movements and exercises
that will bring them up. Work
on base line fitness (cardio,
general conditioning).
Nutrition: My policy on
nutrition is once you are
eating a well-balanced and
sound diet there is no
requirement for pronounced
changes.
1. 3-5 meals per day
2. Protein, carb (sourced
from green leafy vegetables,
salads and some fruit) and fat
source at each and every
meal, remove starchy foods
and sugar from your diet
3. Drink 3-5 litres of water

a day.
One week out:
Training: Taper training,
light exercise nothing
strenuous.
Nutrition: As per one
month out.
Race day:
Training: You should rest

1-2 days out from the race.
Nutrition: Races are run
from early morning, make
sure to eat a sound breakfast
and be well hydrated.

Participants warm-up to Super Spartan Race
From Page 1

Commando crawling under an
obstacle at the Spartan Race
training session.
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VITAL STATISTICS
How to train for the Spartan Race
Willis recommends a dedicated routine training four to six times a
week consisting of functional training exercises. Things like trail
running, Crossfit and boot-camps are the perfect way to train.
Pull-ups are non-negotiable and should be a training staple.
“Training for something like the Spartan race requires functional
whole body exercises that test you both physically and mentally,
movements that require you to lift, throw, carry, crawl, jump and
climb,” Willis explains.
He recommends incorporating interval based sessions that
alternate between upper and lower body exercises.
Identify which obstacles you might struggle with and tailor your
workout to in order to make these your strengths.
■ Barbed wire crawl – spider crawl/leopard crawl/plank to push-up
■ Fire jump – box jumps
■ Balance beam – wobble board/bosu single leg stand
■ 8-foot wall – bar facing burpees/dips/diamond push-ups
■ Cargo net – incline spider crawl forward and backwards
■ Monkey bars – pull-ups
■ Rope climb – rope pull-up, rope climb
■ Hercules hoist – rope climb
■ Spear throw – MB throws
■ Slippery mountain – sled/rope pull
■ Sand bag carry – incline walking lunges, air squats
While it might not seem important, Willis stresses that it is vital to
take rest days to allow for the body to recover between sessions.
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The Ord Minnett Century Charity Ride will set off from Tanawha for Noosa next weekend, June 15-16.

NO pain, no gain. That
mantra will be running
through the minds of 60
riders winding through the
hinterland’s challenging
terrain next weekend.
Starting from Tanawha,
the cyclists will journey
through Chevallum,
Palmwoods, Woombye,
Nambour, Cooroy and
Pomona on their way to
Nautilus Noosa as part of the
Ord Minnett Century Charity
Ride.
While the hilly terrain is
certain to throw up some
challenges, it’s nothing
compared to what faces
children and young adults
with physical disabilities.
The annual ride is raising
money for Montrose Access
which provides support via
physiotherapy, speech
pathology, social work and
occupational therapy to 65
families across the Sunshine

Coast as well as Queensland.
“Given the fundraising
efforts to date and with a
couple of weeks to go I expect
we will easily surpass our
target of $30,000,” said one of
the key organisers Travis
Schultz, of Schultz Toomey
O'Brien Lawyers.
The ride has become an

annual event after starting in
2011.
It was the brainchild of

Michael Callow, a partner at
Schultz Toomey O'Brien
Lawyers. The idea started to
take shape late in 2010 when
Rick Chapman of Go Transit
and Michael participated in
the Gympie to Maroochydore
leg of a charity ride that
stretched from Cairns to
Sydney.
The inaugural event raised
more than $50,000 for Cystic
Fibrosis Qld.
Each year a new

beneficiary is identified, with

each rider having to raise a
minimum of $500.
Given charity is the name

of the game, the ride will
have a group-focus – meeting
at the top of each hill.
“The group is like-minded

people with a passion for
cycling who wanted to do
something for charity and
give the business community
an opportunity to not just do
something for others but also
allow them to bond and
network over a weekend,” Mr
Schultz said.
The popularity of the
invitation-only event is a true
reflection of cycling’s
growing popularity.
“It has well and truly
established that cycling is the
new golf in the business
world,” Mr Schultz said.
“You can do it any time of

day, it doesn’t take six or
seven hours out of your day.
It’s cardiovascularly good for

you and green…there are
some risks on the road but
other than that there is not
too much downside.”
The ride has been
generously supported by Ord
Minnett, Pro Cycles
Caloundra, Go Transit as
well as Poole’s Insurance
Brokers.

Climbing into the saddle for charity
VITAL STATISTICS
Montrose Access provides
therapy, recreation and respite
services to more than 600
children and young adults with
disabilities throughout
Queensland.
Every year Montrose Access
need to find almost $1.8
million to plug the funding gap
between government funding
and the costs of services,
many of which receive little to
no official funding such as
respite and recreation camps,
young adult work skills and
rural outreach.
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MANY athletes have
experienced depleted energy
levels.
Bonking or hitting the wall

is a term many are familiar
with.
Perhaps you have been
drinking sugary sports
drinks that leave a sensation
in your mouth that your teeth
are rotting from the
sweetness of the drinks.
The good news is that it
can be easily avoided.
Sunshine Coast’s Jason

Cheshire is behind Infinit
Nutrition Australia.
His custom-made formulas
can be adjusted to work for
the individual athlete.
Runners, triathletes,
cyclists, swimmers, rowers,
gym goers and team sports
athletes can control the
variables to make the sports
drink unique to them.
They do this by having the

control to adjust the flavour,
calories, carbohydrate,
protein, electrolyte and
amino acid strength per
serve, as well as including
optional caffeine and the
quantity.
Cheshire said no two bags
are ever the same, just as no
two athletes are the same.
“An athlete who is doing
triathlons will use it
differently to someone who is
doing a marathon,” Jason
said. “It allows you to control
your nutrition based on body
weight and race distance.
“You can custom-make it
for men and ladies. The
athlete is able to control the
nutrients and flavour they
put in.”
Infinit began in 2006 in the
United States by founder
Michael Folan, as a custom
nutrition company, blending
drink mixes for customers
who “dial in” their formulas
via an online questionnaire
and “sliding” tabs.
“Michael is his own
testimony,” Cheshire said.
“The big thing with him

was that everything has to be
natural. There was an influx
of people who didn’t want
any preservatives.”
Michael, along with Jason
who has competed in 10
ironman events, is familiar
with athlete’s needs.
“That’s why we know how

to use it. When you train
more than one-and-a-half
hours in one go your
nutrition is important for any
endurance sport.
“But there is a caffeine dial
for the shorter sport to give
them a bit of a buzz.
“No other company custom
makes their sports nutrition.
This product simplifies the
athlete’s nutrition plan.”
So, why would you replace
eating with drinking
calories?
“It’s perfect for mountain
bikers because it’s hard to
eat a sandwich or open a gel
when they’re mountain
biking,” Cheshire said.
“Ladies love it because
they don’t like taking their
hands off the handlebars to
take a gel or a bar. So for
them to drink their nutrition
just simplifies it for them.
“The biggest thing is that
we’re simple.”
He says athletes don’t need
to have a ton of stuff in their
back pocket or whatever is in
the kitchen pantry.
One of the biggest perks of
a nutrition company is that
you can leave it all up to the
experts.
The genius behind the

product is their osmo-fit
system. This is the
concentration of particles
dissolved in solution. It takes
into account of all the
ingredients.
Cheshire said athletes

need a solution to be isotonic
so the body can process it
quickly, not hypotonic.
He said if you are over a

certain level of osmolality it
can result in bloating, gas
and uncomfortable effects –
something that can have a
significant effect on your

race or training.
“If something comes

through that doesn’t look
right, I’ll call the customer.
The two biggest things I pick
up are the protein levels and
caffeine,” Cheshire said.
“If the athletes are doing
long distance racing a small
amount of protein is fine but
if they have too much, it can
be hard to digest.
“If I see something not

right, I’ll call the customer.”
Infinit’s success is creating

nutrition solutions for many
Sunshine Coast athletes.
International triathlon

competitor Mt Coolum’s Ben
Shaw, YOR Health Cycling
team and track specialist Ben
Price, triathletes Nathan
Fitzakerly, Steve Haliday,
Scott Farrell, Jess Fleming
and Scott Waters, two-time
Noosa triathlon champion
and coach Noosa’s Nick
Croft, are sponsored athletes
using tailor-made formulas
specific to their needs.

Drink up to customised nutrition solutions
By HELEN TSITOURIS

Infinit Nutrition’s Jason Cheshire in action.

VITAL STATISTICS
Create your formula
1. Go to www.infinitnutrition.com.au
2. Take the introductory interview and the system will give you the
mix to match your training and racing needs
infinitnutrition.com.au
email: customerservice@infinitnutrition.com.au
You may also like...
Napalm: a run product
Mud: A choc-mocha recovery drink. All natural.
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THERE is a first time for
everything. For me, it’s riding
Shimano, compact crank set
and electronic shifting.
As I rolled down my street

to begin my test ride on
Giant’s Avail Advanced road
bike I quickly noticed the
ease to change gears. It is
simply a light push of the
button.
The Shimano Ultegra Di2
electronic shifting is quick,
smooth and quiet in its
workmanship. I’ve been
riding Campagnolo for 10
years, and was impressed
with the easy transition to
Shimano’s groupset.
I was looking forward to

testing the gear changes
under duress on a climb. I set
off for a ride that would take
me up Kiels Mountain Road.
One of the reasons many
people don’t climb is the
discomfort it often produces,
but high heart rate and
burning legs aside, it is
essential to test ride the bike
on a steep gradient.
This is where the
electronic gear change was
effortless and, under duress,
climbing the steep gradient
was impressive.
As I approached the

steepest section, I remained
seated due to the compact
crank set which made the
climb easier than expected. I
noticed that even at the
steepest point, where I
usually get out of the saddle,
I stayed seated on this bike.
The push and pull leg
motion was smooth as I
managed to keep the cadence
quite fluid. There was no
drag and there was slickness
to each pedal stroke, helped
by the smooth-rolling Giant
wheelset.
What goes up must come
down and descending at high
speed was the true test and it
did not disappoint. It has
amazing stiffness at such a
low weight. I appreciated the

narrow handle bars when on
the drops descending. The
easy-to-handle bike coming
down the mountain was
helped by having women-
specific handlebars to match
my small hands.
The advanced-grade
carbon frame with integrated
seat post cushioned the
vibrations of the road.
It was comfortable to ride

80km. There was no sore
neck or upper back, or
complaints from the seat.
Giant have really designed a
top Avail by taking into
account every element
including the saddle to make
rides comfortable and feel
secure in handling. This
certainly gets top marks for
comfort.
This bike is certainly a

worthwhile investment
suitable for fast group rides
or solo long rides.
I’m not one for girly pink
colours and this black and
blue women’s specific bike is
certainly sleek and sporty.
World and Olympic
champion Marianne Vos
rides Giant, so what’s good
for her is good for the rest of
us ambitious riders.

Silky smooth even on Kiels Mountain
By HELEN TSITOURIS

The women’s specific Giant Avail Advanced carbon roadie with Ultegra Di2 groupset.

VITAL STATISTICS
Specifications
Frame: Giant Advanced Composite carbon, women’s specific
endurance geometry
Groupset: Shimano Ultegra Di2
Crankset: Shimano Ultegra Compact 34x50T
Cassette: Shimano Ultegra 10sp 11x28T
Wheels: Giant P-SLO
Saddle: Fi’zi:k Vesta w/Manganese rails
Fork: Advanced Composite carbon
Price: The RRP for the bike is $3999, but Spin City Cyles are
currently selling the ex-demo bike for just $2999.
Contact: Spin City Cycles, 122 Brisbane Road, Mooloolaba. Phone
5444 3811.
The lowdown: Comfortable, compact, cool electronic groupset,
great value for money. The lightweight is great for climbs and helped
by compact chain-ring for steeper gradients.
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Keys to putting your best foot forward
VITAL STATISTICS
When should I get new
shoes?
There is no golden rule about
when to get new shoes and
turnover depends on mileage
and how heavy you are. If
you’re an average runner
(about 30km a week) every
three months is
recommended. If you’re doing
more mileage, or you’re a
heavy runner, get a new pair
more frequently.
How do I know when I
should change shoes?
Don’t wait until the tread has
gone in your shoes. Try on
new shoes at your local sports
store and if you notice a
change in the shock
absorption or your feet feel
instantly better and supported
it’s time for a change.
I love neon, can I go with
“bright is best”?
Get the fluoro orange, green,
purple or pink shoes by all
means, but only if they suit
your running style and are
appropriate for your training.
Common sense should also
prevail, don’t get the light
weight minimalist shoe just
because it’s trendy if you’re
training for a marathon and
need support and cushioning.

Allez Sports’ Steve Halliday is a good bloke to see for running
shoe advice.

THERE are few purchases
that excite an athlete more
than a new pair of running
shoes.
That unmistakable smell of

newness and buzz of
excitement that somehow
you might be that little bit
faster than ever before.
Feel that extra spring in
your step? It’s probably a
combination of retail therapy
and brand new cushioning.
Full of air and supportive, it’s
just the treat for tired feet
and weary joints.
Buying new running shoes
shouldn’t be a matter of
waiting until your favourite
pair goes on sale or seeing
your socks poking through
the well-worn tread. During
winter Sunshine Coast
athletes run more than ever
with the calendar full of road
and cross country racing.
It’s during this time
Innovation Podiatry owner
Vanessa Ng sees a spike in
athletes at her surgery with
niggly joint and soft tissue
injuries, most commonly
sustained from incorrect
footwear or old and
unsupportive shoes.
“Runners should rotate
their shoes every second day
to give the cushioning in your
shoes time to recover and
aerate,” she said.
“The EVA component to

shoes compresses each time
you got for a run so that by
the end of a session its shock
absorption has reduced. It
takes 24 hours to get the air
back in.”
EVA, formerly known as
ethyl vinyl acetate, is the soft,
light, flexible foam used for
cushioning and shock
absorption in running shoes.
In recent years the quality

of running shoes has greatly
improved, however
technology has also meant

they’re lighter and more
flexible with some racing
flats and triathlon shoes
weighing less than 200
grams.
The introduction of

minimalist shoes has also
seen less cushioning in the
heel and a move away from
encouraging “heel striking”
resulting in a spike in
hamstring and Achilles
problems as they’re
stretched more than
previously.
Ng, a keen runner and
triathlete, rotates between
five and seven pairs of shoes
at any one time both for
research purposes and
because it minimises the

stress placed on her joints.
“There’s no golden rule to

how often you should change
your shoes it really depends
on the mileage that run and if
the person is heavier,” she
said, suggesting an “average
runner” who covers about
30km per week change their
shoes every three months.
“The key is to wear shoes

appropriate to your activity.
For example don’t wear
lightweight racing shoes on a
long run, keep them for the

track or races,” Ng said.
“The first thing I ask if

someone comes in with
niggly injuries in their knees
or Achilles is what they’re
running in. It’s a sign that
you need new shoes if there’s
no shock absorption.
“Podiatrists don’t receive

kickbacks from brands or
shoe stores. Something has
to take the pounding when
you run. I’d much rather that
shock is taken by my shoes
than my joints.”
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THERE is a new yellow
facade and name, but the
same friendly faces at the
bike shop on Bowman Road,
Caloundra.
Scott Penny and the team
have this month unveiled a
change of name, adopting the
Bicycle Centre Caloundra
moniker after 4.5 years as
Get Biking.
Now stocking a larger

range of bikes from Merida,
French branch Lapierre ,
Norco, DK BMX, (along with
existing Felt, Fondriest and
Focus), as well as Axiom
accessories, Penny said the
change was due to an “ever
changing industry”.
“The little private bike
shop is facing many
variables,” he said.
“Including a challenging
economy, the ever increasing
online presence (which is a
major influence on our
industry) and an increasing
number of brands and retail
outlets.”
Penny said the move was a

“win-win” partnership with
the Bicycle Centre, which is a
network of independently
owned local bicycle stores.
There is another Bicycle
Centre store in Brisbane,
with more to come around
the nation.
“We still retain our
ownership and it’s still

someone running the shop
with 25 years of bike
knowledge and experience,”
Penny said.
“We live, eat and breath
triathlon and we can offer
training advice and
suggestions.”
The Get Biking arm

business will remain in
operation, continuing to run
tours through Europe, Asia,
Australia.
Penny said the partnership

deal would enable them to
focus on doing what they do
best, which is provide
customer service. Much of

the promotional work, such
as marketing via the website
and Facebook, will be looked
after centrally providing
Penny with more family time.
Bicycle Centre Caloundra

is located at Bowman Rd,
Caloundra (opposite
Stockland shopping centre).

New look but same familiar faces

Scott Penny in front of the new look shop called Bicycle Centre Caloundra.
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Litigation
Personal Injuries

Public Liability

Motor Vehicle Accidents

WorkCover Claims

Family Law
Property

Divorce

Mediation

Children’s Issues

Superannuation

Wills and Estates
Wills and Powers of Attorney

Estate Planning

Deceased Estate Disputes

Commercial and Property
Business Acquisitions

Leasing and Franchising

Commercial Disputes

Residential Conveyancing

Schultz Toomey O’Brien Lawyers
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SHORT days and the cooler
conditions inspires many to
stay indoors throughout
winter.
While it’s enticing to stay
under the doona, a great way
to keep the legs in shape is
on an indoor trainer for those
who don’t have the ticker to
get outdoors.
There are generally two
types of trainers, magnetic
and fluid. Like everything,
you get what you pay for.
Cheaper trainers are

noisier, offer less resistance,
and will wear your tyre
faster. Fluid-based trainers
offer a more road-like feel,
but magnetic trainers are a
good option and generally
cost less – about $200
compared to around $330 for
the fluid option.
For those who want the
best, there are power trainers
where you actually drop out
your back wheel and use a
separate cassette.
These trainers provide
excellent information
feedback including wattage

and cadence. Depending on
brand, quality and
information outputs, the
power trainers can cost from
about $750 up to $1200.
But for those just going
with the basic set-up, there is
plenty to take into
consideration.
Cyclezone’s John Carey
said riders should be aware
that the trainers can
generate a lot of heat, and
melt the rear tyre.
“You can buy wind trainer
specific tyres that are heat
tolerant,” he said.
“In an ideal world you

would have a spare wheel
you could drop straight in...or
swap tyres.”
Carey said trainers do
wear your tyres faster than
being on the road so it’s a
good idea to regularly check
on the tyre condition.
When installing your bike
on the trainer ensure it is
straight.
Most good trainers come
with a supplied steel skewer,
although most skewers will

work – you’ll just scratch
them.
Be sure to use a towel

across your bars to avoid

excessive sweat seeping into
the tape and bars, and wipe
your bike down after the
session.

The joys of indoors

Cyclezone’s fountain of cycling knowledge, John Carey.

Cycling tipEmail us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au

PerformatyourPeak

HendreyCHiropraCtiC on Lakekawana
Suite 13. 5 innovationParkwaykawanawaterSQLD, 4575. 075437 7222

er

ChiroPraCtiC:Dr.DaviDhenDrey
anDDr.Simonmorgan
naturoPath:JoeLCoughLan
maSSage:Sean&Penne

athletes looking for the best results from the training incorporate chiropractic. Just
like you would tune your bike to keep in running fast, your body is the same. when
your spine is out of place, performance and results suffer. especially in training and
sport, your body can take a serious beating. Chiropractic helps in multiple ways.

drdavid in 2013MooLooLabatriatHLon

1. injurymanagement
Chiropractic reduces
stress in the body,
allowing quicker healing
times.

2. injury prevention
Maintaining a strong spine
prevents serious injuries

3. Sports performance
Chiropractic improves
function of your muscles,
your heart, and your lungs.

don’t leave your performance to the luck of the irish
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STRETCHING is important.
However there seem to be so
many rules attached to when,
where, why, and how we
stretch that it all gets a bit
confusing.
It isn’t helped that very
flexible people make it look
effortless and immobile
people make it look
excruciating and awkward.
Hopefully this article may
help clarify the different
types of stretching and when
they will be of most benefit to
you.
We need to stretch. It
prepares us for exercise by
warming up the muscles; it
enhances our ability to move
smoothly through our full
range of movement; it
improves neuromuscular
signals, helps prevent muscle
soreness, and
reduces the risk of
injury by
preventing and
correcting muscle
imbalances.
There are two
main types of
stretching:

■ Static
■ Dynamic
Static stretching
looks at moving
gently into the
stretch position. It
is best to perform
static stretching
away from
exercise.
Because of the
slow sustained
nature, we lose the
stored energy
within the muscle spindles,
which then causes an
immediate decrease in the
strength, power, and
endurance output of the

muscle. We should do this
stretching as a separate
session at night when
watching TV or before bed so
to help lengthen the muscles
that may have become
shortened during the day’s
training session/s and
minimise or prevent the
dreaded DOMS (delayed
onset muscle soreness).
The absolute minimum of a
stretching program should
include the following muscle

groups: quadriceps,
hamstrings, hip
flexors, calves
(gastrocnemius and
soleus), thoracic,
gluteals, and
shoulders.
You should hold
the stretch for 20-60
seconds, and repeat
each two-three
times each side.
1. Quadriceps:
Standing on one leg
(hang on for
balance if needed),
grip ankle of
opposite leg and
pull heel up
towards bottom,
feeling the stretch
in the front of the
leg.

2. Hamstrings: a) Place one
leg out in front of you,
keeping the knee straight,
lean down towards toes, feel
for stretch in behind knee

and thigh.
b) Place one foot up on a
chair/bench/fence, keeping
knee straight, lean down
towards toes. Tip: You can try
this with a bent knee to
isolate stretch into hamstring
and not so much in the back
of the knee.
3. Hip flexor: Standing tall,

step forward into a lunge

position, lean
torso slightly
backwards to
feel stretch in
the front of
the hip. There
shouldn’t be
any
compression
of the spine.

Prime your muscles for activity
By MARGIE

ATTHOW
Phyisiotherapist

and elite
middle-distance

runner

KEY TIPS
• Passive stretches need to be
done away from training as a
separate session.
• Passive stretches increase
pliability, correct imbalances,
reduce DOMS
• Dynamic stretches done
pre-session prep the muscles
for training by increasing
oxygenation, neural output,
and elasticity.

Advice Email us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au

Click
here to
visit Margie’s

website

To Page 11

1.
2.

3.
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4. Thoracic: Sitting on the
ground, bend up one leg and
place it over the other
straight leg. Using the arm
from the straight leg side
twist torso and place arm
across the outside of the bent
knee, pushing against leg to
feel stretch in the back and
possibly gluts.

5. Gluteals: Lying on floor
with both knees bent, place
the outside ankle of the
right leg over the knee of
the left, forming a “figure
four” position. Grip under the
left knee and pull towards
your chest.

6. Shoulder: a) Bend one
arm down the middle of the
back, the other reaching up
and pulling the elbow across.
b) Place one arm straight
across chest, hook the other
arm underneath the elbow
and pull arm to chest.
Dynamic stretching
utilises controlled
movements that slowly bring

the muscles close to their
range of motion limit without
exceeding it.
Usually repeated 10-12

times after a little three-five
minute jog, swim, or brisk
walk warm-up these
movements typically involve
leg swings, arm swings (with
variations e.g. trunk
rotations, opposite arm
swings, lateral arm swings),
or drills such as high knees,
walking lunges, and
half-squats.
These are best done

pre-session so to prime the
muscle for action.
The movement through
range generates heat,
improving circulation and
therefore oxygenation of the
muscles, stimulates the
nerves to send messages to
the muscles for improved
proprioception, and
enhances strength and power
output.

Leg swings: a) Forwards.
Standing on one leg facing a
pole/wall/bench, swing the
opposite leg forwards and
upwards, letting gravity and
momentum take the leg
down and back on the back
swing. Each time try to get
the leg a little bit higher but
without strain.

b) Sideways. Standing on
one leg facing a
pole/wall/bench, take other

leg across in front of your
body, letting it swing back
out to the side away from
you. Don’t force it, let gravity
and momentum do the work,
but try to take it a little bit
further each time.

Arm swings: You can do
this standing tall or leaning
forwards, keep arms loose
and relaxed, criss-crossing
them over your chest as
though hugging yourself then
take them out to the sides as
far as comfortable.
(It is important to note that

dynamic stretching should
not be confused with the

old-fashioned ballistic
stretching -remember the
deep squats or lunges with
bounces at the end? Dynamic
stretching is always smooth,
controlled, and deliberate.)
At some stage in your life
you will have been told you
need to stretch more. But it
is vital to consider how and
when you stretch to get the
most benefit.
By including some

dynamic movements
pre-session your muscles will
be much better prepared for
what is about to be asked of
them, helping you get the
most out of your training. By
incorporating 10 minutes of
static stretching into your
day you will improve your
flexibility and your capacity
to recover for the next
session. By stretching
appropriately you are giving
yourself the best opportunity
to move freely and perform at
your best.

Enhance strength and power output
From Page 10

4.

5.

6.
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FEEL like a brisk ride
through the Pyrenees?
Maybe you want to hammer
through the Mooloolaba 70.3
course? Or even tackle the
opening stage of the Tour de
France?
You can tackle any road
course without having to set
foot on a plane at the new
Hub 105 Cycle Studio at
Mooloolaba.
Officially opening on June
23, the new studio is in the
throes of being finalised to
offer year-round comfort and
convenience.
The Hub has 10 CycleOps
Power virtual training
machines and each has its
own hard drive and monitor.
All you do is drop your
bike on the trainer,
undertake a two minute
calibration (which takes into
consider wheel and tyre size)
and you’re away.
“The idea is you can
download any ride anywhere
in the world and ride that
course,” said Hub 105’s Jason
Crowther.
“We have downloaded the
Hawaii Ironman, and you can
get pretty much any 70.3 ride,
as well as all of the Tour de
France rides that have been
staged.”
The CycleOps trainer
provides course, elevation,
speed, power in wattage
cadence and some routes
also have a video component.
There will a range of rides
downloaded to each machine,
while there will also be a

“ride of the week”.
Riders who come in for the
first time can do a threshold
performance test which
provides accurate training
zones.
Athletes then train in

specific zones for improved
efficiency. Undertaking that
test every six weeks provides
an accurate gauge of
progression.
Crowther said the studio

was a great option for those
looking to improve.
“It’s just another training
tool, because on a beautiful
day why would you want to
ride outside?” he said.
“The feedback we have

received so far has been
really good, even from top
end guys.
“You just don’t get a

chance to rest. If you ride on
the road and you go downhill
and you get a rest, but on the
trainer you still have to keep
rolling it over.”
The grand opening on June

23 will feature a Tour de
France theme with about five
riders undertaking a
demonstration. They will
tackle the same course, and
start at the same time in a
simulated race.
For the first 100 who join it
is half price membership, and
includes a lanyard, drink

bottle and mobile phone case.
The studio will feature a
toilet and shower facility and
be open between 4am and
10pm daily with access via an
electronic security card.
Members can book their

1.5-hour slots online to
ensure trainer availability.

New Hub for riding perfect all year round

Hayden Smith and Gary Binet give the Hub 105 Cycle Studio a workout.

VITAL STATISTICS
What: The Hub 105 Cycle
Studio.
Where: Shop 2A, 105
Brisbane Rd, Mooloolaba.
How much: Membership is
$49.90 (half price for the first
100), then $24.95 weekly.
Phone: 5478 3723.
Email: info@hub105.com.au

NewsEmail us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au

MICHAEL Glover posted an
impressive victory in the
24-34 years category at the
Coral Coast Triathlon at Port
Douglas on Sunday.
The Mooloolaba triathlete
finished the Olympic distance
event in a time of 1:59:31
(21:08 swim, 57:34 bike, 40:48
run), nearly four minutes
ahead of the category second.
He was the second age

grouper home in a

star-studded men's
professional field, which
included winner Clayton
Fettell, Brad Kahlefeldt,
Joseph Lampe, Sunshine
Beach’s Luke McKenzie and
Sam Betten.
Anthony Rule, of
Alexandra Headland, was in
Glover’s category, and he
finished third in 2:04:10 (23:01
swim, 58:43 ride, 42:25 run).
Former Curimundi and

now Sydney-based
professional Ange Castle had
a solid hit-out before this
weekend's Cairns 70.3,
finishing second behind
Olympian Emma Moffat in
the open women.
Jo Carman, of Alexandra

Headland, came second in
the women’s 24-34 category
with a time of 2:13:48 (24:24
swim, 1:04:07 bike, 45:16 run
54:33 run).

Noosaville’s Brian
Williams won the clydesdales
(100kg plus) with a solid
2:29:31 (29:51 swim, 1:05:06
ride, 54:33 run). Buddina's
Tony Cross was fourth in the
same division, finishing in
3:44:20 (34.50 swim, 1:24:21
ride, 1:41:36 run).
Bonnie Atherton won the

sprint distance event in
1:07:00 after an 11:16 swim,
32:18 bike and a 23:25 run.

Glover andAtherton post victories at Coral Coast Triathlon
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TEAM BikeOn.com.au was
the first team across the line
at the prestigious Adventure
Race Australia “Hardcore”
category.
Noosa lads Justin Wyatt
(new owner of Bike On) and
Howard McCann had a sweet
victory, after racing together
for the past three years – this
was their first team win.
The Queensland round of
Mountain Designs ARA took
place in the rainforests,
bushland, lakes and creeks in
the spectacular Noosa
Hinterland.
This was one of the most

popular events of the series,
with entry spots selling out
well ahead of the race.
Wyatt and McCann trained
hard during the season and
are both experienced racers.
But last month they earned
their victory. Racing
shoulder to shoulder with
local sporting legend Guy
Andrews from the last
kilometre they managed to
cross the line in front and
collect all the required
checkpoints to be the overall
winners.
Together, the lads are an
exceptionally talented team,
with Wyatt having key

strengths in mountain biking
and navigation.
And McCann is a strong
endurance athlete with a cool
head for decision making.
With more than 15km of
cross country mountain

biking and 8km of trail
running plus adventure legs
– including kayaking and
shooting – the Hardcore
category was not for the faint
hearted.
Wyatt and McCann

finished the race in a little
more than five hours to claim
a clean victory.
On Monday it was back to

work for both local business
owners, with a few tired
muscles, but wide smiles.

Sweet taste of victory for Noosa duo

Noosa boys Justin Wyatt and Howard McCann from team bikeon.com.au.
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ENTRIES are growing
rapidly for the Sunshine
Coast marathon and half
marathon events in August.
Early bird entries have
been extended until June 14
following a steady influx of
competitors.
The number of runners in

the half and full marathon
distances will be capped at
2500 and 1000 respectively.
They are both at about 50%
capacity.
Race organisers made the
capping decision to ensure
maximum enjoyment for all
runners on the multi-loop
course.
They have also made some

minor course changes.

While the event is less
than three months away, the
sledging has begun and
harmless banter is underway
all in the name of charity.
Among the event’s

ambassadors taking part in
this year’s event are high
profile surf lifesavers Josh
Minogue, Matt Poole and
Jordan Mercer.
“It’s such an exciting event,

great for the Sunshine Coast
community and a fantastic
opportunity to raise money
for the National Breast
Cancer Foundation,” Poole
said
The current lifesavers join
former surf ironman Hayden
Smith and professional

triathlete Casey Munro, who
are relishing a showdown
with some of the Coast’s
young guns.
“The event gives me an
opportunity to promote
exercise and get involved in
what has fast become an
iconic community event,”
Smith said.
Minogue, who has twice
finished third in the gruelling
Coolangatta Gold, has
expressed an interest in
switching to the long course
triathlon scene.
He has entered the

inaugural Sunshine Coast
70.3 in September and will
use the running festival to
test his legs.

Early bird entries for the
Sunshine Coast marathon
and half marathon have
been extended until June
14. Photo: Patrick Woods

Early bird entries extended after steady interest
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IT’S the moment an athlete
simultaneously craves, yet
dreads.
It’s the penultimate point
of any training program, a
well-earned rest designed to
sharpen body and mind
ahead of a race but fraught
with mood swings and
fatigue brought on by the
much anticipated “taper”.
Tapering is an essential
part of any training program,
allowing an athlete to absorb
training, prepare for the race
and rest in a bid to achieve
peak performance.
It’s a period of reduced
training immediately before
a major race, allowing time
for the body to refuel and
muscles to repair from an
intense period of training.
The aim of a taper is to
boost an athlete’s
performance, consolidating
the work done during the
intensive training program
and is not unlike a standard
pre-exercise warm-up.
Taper periods differ for

each athlete, race distance
and time spent training.
An ironman athlete for
example, on a 12 to 16-week
program, will take about two
to four weeks to taper,
reducing the training load to
75%, 50% and 25% of the
volume in the weeks leading
up to race day.
Although the load reduces,
intensity remains high, a key
to peak race day
performance. The idea is not
to allow the body into full
rest, leaving it sluggish and
fatigued, but to sharpen the
senses and prepare the
nervous system for maximum
sustained performance.
Intensity is required at
sessions in the final fortnight

before competition for
athletes to maintain “race
feel”, ensuring their body
maintains a hunger for
training and competition by
doing shorter, sharper
sessions at “race pace” or
slightly faster.
Winding back sessions that
fatigue and damage the body,
such as heavy runs and
weights are the first to be
reduced, followed by long
rides.
Swimming can be the last

to be reduced as it has less
impact on the body and is so
good for your body’s aerobic
conditioning.
The downside to a taper is

the emotional, physical and
mental fallout. A combination
of several weeks of intense
training, nerves of race day
and a reduced training
schedule commonly leads to
mood swings.
Expect tears and tantrums.
Doubt and anxiousness. But
go with the flow and accept

that it’s a normal part of
preparation. Remember the
training you’ve done
previously and avoid the
temptation to cram an extra
long session in, which won’t
make you the slightest bit
faster.
Sleep is also really

important in the final week.
Athletes spend months in a
permanent state of fatigue in
the lead-up to an event and
the week prior is the time to
catch up on those lost hours

if possible. If your body
wants to sleep, do it, less is
more during taper.

Secrets to staying ultra sharp for race day

Jason Crowther hugs mate Ben Holland at the finish line of the 2007 ITU Mooloolaba World
Cup Triathlon. Photo: Brett Wortman

By JASON
CROWTHER

Atlas Multisports
managing
director

VITAL STATISTICS
Taper myths
1. Carbo loading – only needs to be done three days out and should
only include simple nutritious foods that you would normally eat and
electrolytes for hydration.
2. Short taper – one or two days of light training is not a taper. It is
not long enough for your body to absorb your training and prepare
for your race.
3. Taking it too easy – while sleep and rest are encouraged don’t
make the mistake of using taper time as a chance to cruise.
Sessions need to maintain race intensity. Efforts are required at
swimming, riding and running to ensure your body is sharp and
“switched on” at the start line. Too many easy sessions don’t prep
the body, they’ll leave you feeling flat.

Click here to
visit Jason’s
website
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SWIMMING in the pool and
swimming in open water are
two very different methods.
I know a lot of great pool
swimmers who struggle in
the open water and vice
versa.
There are so many
unknown variables in the
open water.
I would recommend during

the summer months to train
in open water conditions at
least once a week, whether it
is in a dam, ocean or lake.
One of the key elements for
open water swimming,
besides your technique, is
sighting.
Try to incorporate it into
your training. Leading up to
a race, I will practise sighting
in the pool – 10 x 50m
freestyle sighting every
sixth-eighth stroke.
When sighting it should
look smooth and fluent
integrated and timed with
your stroke.
You do not want your head
coming too far out of the
water, this will cause your
hips and legs to drop causing
drag.
Before the race, as a warm

up, I will swim part of the
course looking out for
various landmarks.
It maybe tops of buildings,

friends at the pool during a
main set or at the beach.
If there are any questions

or you would like some help
with your swimming
technique, please visit my
website at
www.makinwaves.com.au or
phone me on 0412 132 208.

Tips to surviving the open water swim
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By DUANE
CANNELL
Swimming
instructor

AdviceEmail us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au

Click
here to
visit Duane’s

website
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tall trees or even lifesaving
flags. As a warm up before an
open water event, I will swim
for approx 10-15 minutes
changing my pace anywhere
from 60%-85% of my
maximum heart rate.
It is important to elevate
the heart rate slightly before
the race, otherwise it’s a
huge shock when the gun
goes.
Another tip when
competing in triathlons or
open water races is drafting.
It maybe be illegal on the
bike leg, however, it’s
perfectly fine during the
swim leg.
There are two different
techniques when drafting off
another swimmer. The first,
which is probably the most

popular one, is swimming on
the heels of the swimmer in
front of you.
The second, is swimming

on the shoulder of another
swimmer.
Sometimes the beginning

of the swim can be quite
rough, with hundreds of
swimmers trying to race out
to the first buoy.
If you feel like you’re in the
middle of the “washing
machine” try to swim slightly
wider of the buoy and search
for some “cleaner water”.
Whatever you do, do not
stop, otherwise you will have
plenty of swimmers
swimming over you. Try not
panic and swim with the drag
effect. Practise drafting in
training with a group of
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VITAL STATISTICS
Model: Audi Q5.
Details: Five-door all-wheel
drive mid-size luxury sports
utility vehicle.
Engines: 3.0-litre
supercharged V6 petrol
generating maximum power of
200kW @ 4780-6500rpm and
maximum torque of 400Nm @
2500-4780rpm.
Transmission: Eight-speed
tiptronic automatic.
Consumption: 8.5L/100km
(combined average).
CO2: 199g/km.
Performance: 0-100kmh in
5.9 seconds.
Bottom line: $74,100.

OFTEN carting kids, bikes
and other gear but still want
some of life’s luxuries?
It’s hard to beat the Audi
Q5.
The mid-sizer is currently
leading its plush SUV
segment and our experience
on the open road was
testament to its popularity.
The Q5 offers excellent
head and leg room front and
back which provides enough
real estate for the passengers
to maintain their personal
space. Three can fit across
the back seat, but things do
begin to get somewhat
squashed.
Leather trimmed seats are
flat at the base, and could do
with some contouring for
cornering, but they are comfy
enough and we had no
numb-bumness over longer
travels.
Quiet at all speeds, the Q5

cabin is a pleasant
environment. It’s the
quintessential Audi layout
we’ve become used to across
the range.
There is nothing shy about

this supercharged V6.
Pottering around town
with little fanfare, it’s

surprisingly savage when you
want to flex its muscles.
The 0-100kmh sprint time
of just under six seconds is
testimony to the bent six’s
ability to get up and boogie.
Select “dynamic” mode
(there are also options for
comfort, economy, automatic
and individual), and it
sharpens the acceleration
response and the family
hauler transforms into wagon
weaponry.
Yet on the highway its
cruises effortlessly courtesy
of the long-legged
eight-speed ’box.
You can step off the
bitumen, it has reasonable
ground clearance, but
nothing too daunting.
Tackle corners with too
much eagerness and the Q5
does pitch and roll a little,
although it takes some effort.
Our greatest issue was
with the A-pillar and large
side mirror which creates a
blind spot at roundabouts
and T-junctions.
During our test, three suit
cases, toys, laptop, the
obligatory bucket and
spades, plush bedding and
towels were swallowed nicely
in the boot which is aided by
the automatic tailgate.

There are a range of
accessories for roof-mounted
items like bikes and kayaks.
Overall, the Audi Q5 offers

ample space, flexibility and
frugality.
This V6 provides some
serious mumbo under your
right foot which makes mince
meat of overtaking and steep
inclines. You have the
off-road technology under
the skin, but 99% of buyers
would never need it.
The extra features to this
new model provide some
icing on the Q5 which
remains an excellent drive
and a category pace setter.

Space and flexibility
with ample luxury
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Your Volkswagen Partner

Garry Crick Volkswagen
88 Sugar Road, Maroochydore
Tel: 07 5450 3300
www.cricks.com.au

Test drive The 21st Century Beetle and you’ll
experience an advanced Volkswagen with the
spirit and heritage of the original Beetle.
Featuring a distinct new look, 118kW TSI petrol
engine, 17” Rotor alloys, choice of 6 speed manual
or 7 speed DSG transmission plus iconic design
elements, The 21st Century Beetle is the perfect
blend of past and present.

Visit Gary Crick Volkswagen for a test drive today.

The Perfect Beetle.
75 years in the making.

By GRANT EDWARDS
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HEADING for the Gold Coast
for the July marathon
festival?
Don’t get stuck with the

normal humdrum when it
comes to accommodation.
Scratch beneath the glitzy
façade and there is a trendy
undercurrent at the Gold
Coast.
Long the domain of the
kitsch and maligned by the
annual onset of graduating
teenagers, look beyond the
surface and you will find
substance and personality.
Epitomising the shift from
shabby to sheik is the QT
Hotel at Surfer’s Paradise –
positioned not far from the
marathon festival start.
Recently refurbished, this
is one of the region’s coolest
places to stay.
The changing hues of the
external hotel lettering is the
only cue that this is
something different. A
mixture of ’60s chic and
modern minimalism, the
styling flows from the
skateboarding concierges
and reception gals in
jumpsuits through to the
cockatoo nightlights in each
room.
Almost a worthy Gold
Coast attraction in itself, the
QT rooms are groovy in
every way, and on arrival you
can enjoy homemade
lemonade and then sit back
in the well appointed rooms
which have surprising fun
touches in every corner.
Any stay at the QT is
incomplete without dropping
into the hotel restaurant,
called Bazaar.
This isn’t your average
buffet, rightly described as
“an interactive marketplace”
where the menu changes
with seasonal produce.
There is a floor-to-ceiling
glass window where you can
see into the cool room full of
premium meats, along with
the refrigerators filled with

produce. Diners can browse
their way through an array of
dishes, including Asian wok
stations and seafood, or have
a chat to the chefs near the
crock-pots full of goodies who
will cook your steak to order.
The spread is nothing
short of sensational and of
the highest quality. It would
be difficult to find better
value for $65 per person.
The QT is a short walk
from the heart of Surfers, but
far enough away from the
action for a relaxing getaway.
Well worth a brief stroll is
Black Coffee Lyrics, an
amazingly quirky
cafe-cum-cocktail bar hidden
above Centre Arcade near
Cavill Mall. It features a
welcoming retro theme, from
the old doors converted into
tables through to the vine
book stacks, and a
memorable dining
experience.

For those who love their
caffeine hits, they don’t come
much better than Black
Coffee Lyrics which then
transforms into a funky
grunge bar at nightfall.
Another great quiet

location worth a visit is
Bumbles Café in Budds
Beach. Sitting on the canal
overlooking, it’s a brilliant
break from the hustle and
bustle of the Goldie.
Fine cuisine is the Bumbles

trump-card with a
sophisticated outlook.
The retro trip to the Gold
Coast wouldn’t be complete
without seeing some of the
sights, and the QT offers
complimentary use of their
vintage beach bikes for
in-house guests.
Get on the esplanade and

there’s a brilliant path which
follows the beach into the
heart of Surfers or head
north to the marina.

The writer was QT Hotel’s
guest at the Gold Coast.

Retro hotel breaks the boredom
By GRANT EDWARDS

VITAL STATISTICS
■ The Gold Coast Airport
Marathon festival will be held
on July 6-7. There is a
marathon, half marathon,
10km, 5.7km and junior dash
runs.
■ QT Hotel is at 7 Staghorn
Ave, Surfers Paradise and has
297 guest rooms each with
designer bathrooms. For more
information visit
www.qtgoldcoast.com.au
■ Black Coffee Lyrics is open
six days a week, located
upstairs in the Centre Arcade
on Surfers Paradise Blvd.
■ Bumbles Café in Budds
Beach is at 19 River Dr, is
open daily from 7am

The QT Hotel is one ultra chic and modern offering in Surfers Paradise.

Travel Email us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au
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Stay warm this winter with the 2XU X Lite Membrane Jacket, which
retails for $200. Featuring 2XU’s fully waterproof X Lite Membrane,
this jacket is light, breathable and moisture wicking while promising
to shield against Mother Nature’s many frontiers. Incomparable to
the opposition, this intelligently engineered piece comes finished
with seam sealing, sculpted sleeves with tapered cuffs and reflective
trims for safe training in inferior light.

This is one hot item. The Profile Aero HC system
is the newest design to join the rehydration
market. Aerodynamic, re-fillable front mounted
bottle strategically positions hydration between
the rider's arms for a hidden, sleek aerodynamic
profile. Easy to “refill-on-the-go” with horizontal
bottle orientation and a straw for drinking while
in the aero position. It’s available at both Spin
City Cycles and Cyclezone Mooloolaba for
$79.95.

Here’s something for the ladies,
this Betty Designs Signature cycle
kit is available online now $240
from www.missmotivate.com.au

As it approaches its 20th birthday, the Asics Gel Kayano shows no signs of slowing down. It has always been the flagship for technical
componentry and despite an impressive 20g weight reduction, this season its commitment to gait efficiency reaches further than ever.
The Asics Kayano 19 running shoe (men’s on the left) retail for $249.95 at Allez Sports.

The latest and greatest...

The Moon Light X
Power 500 Lumen
light is an impressively
bright light, neat,
compact and easy to
use. It has a
significant bright spot
in the centre of the
beam, with a wide
spread of light to the sides for spotting hazards. It is USB
rechargeable and offers five different modes with various run
times. Recently voted “Best high powered light for
commuting” by Ride On Magazine and available at Spin City
Cycles for $149.99.

There’s no need to stay indoors this winter
with these women’s 2XU Thermal Sub Zero
Cycle Tights, which retail for $250.
Combining 2XU’s 5:10 XStretch membrane
and proprietary Velo Pro Lite fabric, these
Thermal Sub Zero Cycle Tights deliver
maximum protection, moisture management,
comfort and warmth. Designed to combat
winter temperatures as low as -10 degrees
(Celsius), this garment also comes with a
thick waistband for premium comfort plus
2XU’s La Rosa Chamois, ergonomically
designed for the female form.

All the gearEmail us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au
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Upcoming events...

Planner Email us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au

Click on the links for more information
Got an event? Email us at: multisportmecca@apn.com.au

Events planner continued next page.

Date Event Distance Location Website

June 16 Stockland Caloundra

Foreshore Fun Run

3km or 10km. Caloundra

foreshore

caloundrafunrun.com

June 16 Allez Sport Cross

Country Series

12km, 6km, 4km, 3km, 2km, 1km and 500m run. Elizabeth Daniels

Park, Buderim

sccrosscountry.org

June 30 Yakima Sunshine

Mountain Bike Series

DH#3

Riders are set off at short intervals and are timed on a

point‐to‐point downhill course.

Beerburrum qldmtb.com.au

June 30 Allez Sport Sunshine

Coast Run Series

2km, 5km or 10km run. Pt Cartwright ‐

Buddina

sunshinecoastrunseries.com.au

July 6 Wild Women

Adventure Race

3‐6 hour event, teams of two, 9am‐3pm. Sunshine Coast (to

be announced)

dareyouadventure.com.au

July 28 Pomona King of the

Mountain

Main race starts in Pomona and heads up the mountain,

before returning. Also a mountain dash and 3km fun

run.

Pomona kingofthemountain.com.au

July 28 Allez Sport Sunshine

Coast Run Series

2km, 5km or 10km run. Pt Cartwright ‐

Buddina

sunshinecoastrunseries.com.au

July 28 Glasshouse Trail

Series Flinders Tour

10km, 25km and 50km off‐road trail run. Beerburrum glasshousetrails.com.au

August 3‐4 Hells Bells and Fairy

Bells

Non‐stop 24‐hour adventure race involving trekking,

mountain biking, kayaking and other adventure

disciplines. Mixed, male or female teams of three must

navigate their way unsupported through an arduous

100+km course. Fairy Bells have 24 hours, but half the

distance.

Sunshine Coast dareyouadventure.com.au

August 10 Island Charity Swim 11km swim from Mudjimba Beach, around Old Woman

Island to Mooloolaba Main Beach to raise money for

Nambour and Currimundi special schools.

Mudjimba,

Mooloolaba

Islandcharityswim.com.au

August 10 Mudfest 2013 2km course of mud and obstacles. Wises Farm, Wises

Rd Buderim

mudfest.net.au

August 17 Tough Mudder 18‐20 km obstacle course. Caloundra South toughmudder.com.au

August 24 South‐East Qld

8‐hour Adventure

Race

Teams of two combine cycling, kayaking and running (or

walking), to navigate around a fun course revealed only

one hour prior to race start.

Ewen Maddock

Dam

iadventure.com.au

August 25 7 Sunshine Coast

Marathon and

Community Run

Festival

2km, 5km, 10km, half (21.1km) or full marathon

(42.2km).

Alexandra

Headland

atlasmultisports.com.au

August 31 Wishlist Row for

Cancer

Kayaks, dragon boats, outriggers, skis, surfboats, stand‐

up paddles, junior ironmen and ironwomen, corporate

outrigger challenge and 000 emergency services

bonanza

Cotton Tree Park,

races on

Maroochy River

wishlist.org.au
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PlannerEmail us: multisportmecca@apn.com.au

Date Event Distance Location Website

August 31‐

September 1

Rainbow Beach

Double Tri

Two events over two days. Each race 750m swim, 20km

ride, 5km run.

Rainbow Beach theruninn.com.au

September 7‐8 Glasshouse 100 100 mile off‐road trail run. Beerburrum glasshousetrails.com.au

September 15 Ironman 70.3

Sunshine Coast 1.9km swim, 90km cycle, 21.1km run.

Mooloolaba usmevents.com.au

September 22 Queensland Tri

Series race one

QTS: 400m swim, 15km cycle, 4km run. Enticer: 200m

swim, 7.5km cycle, 2km run. Kids: 100m swim, 2km,

cycle, 400m run.

Kawana Waters qldtriseries.com.au

October 13 Swisse Colour Run The “happiest” 5km fun run around will see participants

of all ages and fitness levels covered in colour by the

time they’ve completed the course.

Stockland Park,

Kawana Waters

thecolorrun.com

October 19‐20 Bribie Tri Series race

one

Saturday : Active Kids and Active First Timers – 100m

swim/3km cycle/500m, 200m swim/5km cycle/1km run,

250m swim/6km cycle/2km run. Sunday: Short ‐300m

swim/10km cycle/3km run; Long ‐ 750m swim/20m

cycle/5km run.

Bribie Island bribietri.com

October 20 Caloundra

Community Bank Just

Tri It Series

Short: 300m swim/10km ride /3km run.

Long: 600m swim/20km ride/6km run.

Keith Hill Park

Golden Beach,

Caloundra

caloundratriclub.org.au

October 30‐

November 3

Noosa Triathlon

Multi Sport Festival

Olympic distance triathlon, as well as a 1km ocean

swim, and a run/swim/run event.

Noosa Heads usmevents.com.au

November 10 Caloundra

Community Bank Just

Tri It Series

Short: 300m swim/10km ride /3km run.

Long: 600m swim/20km ride/6km run.

Keith Hill Park

Golden Beach,

Caloundra

caloundratriclub.org.au

November 17 Hervey Bay 100 2km swim, 80km ride, 18km run. Scarness

Foreshore

hb100.com.au

November 24 Triathlon and Fun

Run Pink

Long: 300m swim/9km ride/3km run.Medium: 200m

swim/6km ride/2km run. Short: 100m swim/3km

ride/1km run. Kids: 50m swim/1.5km ride/500m run.

Fun run: 5km ‐ 2.5km and 1km dash (kids under10

only).

Quad Park,

Kawana

triathlonpink.com.au

November 30‐

December 1

Bribie Tri Series race

two

Saturday: Active Kids and Active First Timers: 100m

swim/3km cycle/500m run; 200m swim/5km cycle/1km

run, 250m swim/6km cycle/2km run. Sunday: Short ‐

300m swim/10km cycle/3km run or Long ‐ 1000m

swim/29km cycle/8km run.

Bribie Island bribietri.com
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